A C o u nt y Ma n age r’ s Of fi c e P u bl i c at io n

EMPLOYEE NEWSLETTER
GUNNISON COUNTY, COLORADO

4TH QUARTER, 2019

HAPPY NEW YEAR, AND WELCOME TO 2020!
I find it hard to believe that a new decade has
begun.

The other day, I was explaining the

affordable

workforce

housing,

and implement our climate action

significance of moving our calendars from 2019 to

plan, to name a few.

We will

2020 to my eight-year-old daughter. She looked at

continue to upgrade our facilities,

me with a puzzled smirk and said, “I don’t get it

making them safe, comfortable,

Dad, what makes 2020 so different than 2019?” My

efficient and functional. I think we

six-year-old chimed in and said, “I get it! So the next

can put the teens behind us and

decade is 2300.” “Hmm, not quite,” I said. From

look to maturing into the 20s. For me, my 20s helped

that point, the more I explained, the more questions

define my character into the person I am today.

that piled up.

Let’s have the 2020s define the character of

Commissioner
Roland Mason

My daughter’s question stuck with me - What will

Gunnison County by providing the ingredients for

be the difference between 2019 and 2020? What

success and delivering them to our diverse citizens!

will define the 2020 decade? I don’t have a crystal

- - - Roland

ball to see into the future, but I can say
with certainty that our county is in a good
position to face the many challenges that
will arise in the next 10 years. The number
one reason for my optimism is the
foundation of honest, hard work that
each of you, the County employees, put
into the job each day.

Our citizens

acknowledge your efforts to make our
county a great place to live. Of course,
we will not be able to satisfy 100% of the
people 100% of the time, but we strive to
do so. After serving as your commissioner
for one year, it is clear to me that each
department works diligently to move our
county toward a successful future.
So, what are the commissioners doing
to help our amazing staff? We are
working to find permanent funding for our
roads

and

bridges,

provide

more
“Walker Lane / CR 10” Photo courtesy of Joe "Joe Bob" Lucero, District Foreman II
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WINS & LOSSES IN THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Cottonwood Pass Completion
On 9/19/2019, people gathered at 12,126
feet to celebrate the completion of the
Cottonwood Pass paving project. Pictured to
the right (in front of the Cottonwood Pass sign)
were Commissioner Roland Mason, Public
Works

Director

Manager

Marlene

Matthew

Crosby,

Birnie,

Ernie

County
Nesbit,

Commissioner Jonathan Houck, Operations
Manager Sparky Casebolt and former Special
Projects Foreman Jim Kint who retired in 2018.

Pictured above (left) is Ernie
Nesbit who did the field work for the
construction of the Pass in 1956. Pictured above (right) are some of the the many people who participated in
the ribbon-cutting ceremony. Commissioner Jonathan Houck and Public Works Director Marlene Crosby are
near the middle of the pack.

All things are created twice; first mentally then physically. The key to creativity is to
begin with the end in mind, with a vision and a blueprint of the desired result.
Stephen Covey (1932-2012)
American Educator, Businessman, Speaker and Author (“The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People”)
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Individual Awards
In April 2019, Joe “Joe
Bob” Lucero competed in the
APWA

State

Backhoe

Competition held in Grand
Junction. He took 1st Place in
that

competition,

which

entitled him to compete in
the

National

competition.

APWA

In September

2019, Joe

(pictured right)

competed

with

representatives from around
the United States in Seattle,
Washington in the National
APWA competition.

Heavy Equipment Operator II Marvin Henry (pictured left), won 2nd Place in
the Motor Grader competition at the APWA Western Snow & Ice National Snow
“Roadeo” in Loveland. The competition is a test of skills used to perform the
functions of a motor grader operator doing his daily work.

Retirement Losses
Mark Steen (pictured right) began working for Gunnison County in May of
1995 as a Mechanic in the Fleet office. He later transferred to Road & Bridge
and became a versatile operator. He spent most of the summer in the Cimarron
area maintaining Big and Little Cimarron and the Alpine Plateau. In October,
after 24 years of service, Mark retired to his home in Cimarron.

Jim Morris (pictured left) began working for the Public Works Department
in October of 1997. He was a Heavy Equipment Operator II and could run
almost any piece of equipment, but his expertise with our oil distributor during
asphalt projects was unsurpassed. He retired in October of 2019. We think
he couldn’t face one more winter of 4:00 AM calls to plow snow!

“When you retire, you switch bosses – from the one
who hired you to the one who married you.”
- - Gene Perret, American Writer and Television Producer
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WELCOME NEW FACES
Gunnison County welcomed these people to the roster during the fourth quarter of 2019. If you get the
chance, stop by any of their locations for a personal introduction.

Heidi Peterson
Detention Deputy
10/21/2019

Robyn Zimmerman

Utilities Operator
11/1/2019

Adrien Holcomb
Recycling Tech.
11/5/2019

Juanita Stanley
Title Admin. I
12/2/2019

Bonnie Thompson
Title Admin. I
10/22/2019

Jordan Brink
HEO II
11/4/2019

Stephen M Liest
Detention Deputy
11/6/2019

Nicole Swaggerty
Health Planner
12/16/2019

Michael Manci
HEO I
11/18/2019

Mac Gray
CSBG Case Mgr.
12/17/2019

UPCOMING HOLIDAYS
2/17 – Washington’s Birthday
5/25 – Memorial Day
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A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR
In the News . . .


“The last decade was the warmest on record, NASA and
NOAA find.” (Denise Chow, 1/15/2020,
https://www.nbcnews.com/science/environment/past-decadewas-warmest-ever-recorded-nasa-finds-n1116321).



“BlackRock CEO says climate crisis will trigger ‘a
fundamental reshaping of finance’.” (Sam Meredith,
1/14/2020, https://www.nbcnews.com/business/businessnews/blackrock-ceo-says-climate-crisis-about-trigger-fundamentalreshaping-finance-n1115276).



“Earth’s oceans are hotter than ever – and getting
warmer faster.” (Denise Chow, 1/13/2020,
https://www.nbcnews.com/science/environment/earth-s-oceansare-hotter-ever-getting-warmer-faster-n1114811).



“From smoke going round the world to aerosol levels,
NASA observes Australia’s bushfires.” (NASA, 1/14/2020,
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2020/from-smoke-goinground-the-world-to-aerosol-levels-nasa-observes-australiasbushfires).

More on the Bushfires in Australia
At last count, the fires have burned close to 18 million acres,
destroyed more than 3,000 homes and killed at least 28 people
(four of those were firefighters). Adding insult to injury, Australians
are now breathing air defined as “unhealthy” by the US
Environmental Protection Agency.

(Nadja Popovich, 1/3/2020,

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/01/03/climate/australia-firesair.html).

Professor Chris Dickman from the University of Sydney’s
Faculty of Science estimates that more than 1 billion animals
have been killed by Australia’s bushfires so far. “What we’re
seeing are the effects of climate change,” said Professor
Dickman.

(University of Sydney, 1/8/2020 https://sydney.edu.au/news-

opinion/news/2020/01/08/australian-bushfires-more-than-one-billionanimals-impacted.html).

If you are looking for a way to personally send assistance, you
might consider sending funds to any of the below organizations.


Australian Red Cross Disaster Relief and Recovery. Funds
will be used for recovery programs and emergency
assistance in impacted communities. Donate here:
https://www.redcross.org.au/campaigns/disaster-relief-andrecovery-donate#donate.



Salvation Army. Funds will be used to support impacted
communities. Donate here: https://www.salvationarmy.org.au/
donate/make-a-donation/donate-online/?appeal=disasterappeal.



World Wildlife Fund. Funds will be used to help save
Australian wildlife and restore land for future habitats.
Donate here: https://www.wwf.org.au/get-involved/bushfire-emer
gency#gs.q86dtp.



Vets Beyond Borders. Funds will be used to deliver lifesaving medical care to animals affected by the fires.
Donate here: https://www.vetsbeyondborders.org/.
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(The below information was excerpted from
the awesome DHHS January 2020 newsletter!)

Lower your thermostat by 5-10º
overnight or when you’re leaving
home to save 5-15% on your bill.
Unplug your electronics to save up to
10% on your bill. Even when they’re
off, they’re still using energy.
Change bulbs to LEDs which use 25%
less energy than traditional bulbs.
Wash your clothes in cold water.
Seal cracks, gaps, leaks and add
insulation to save up to 10% on
heating/cooling
costs.
(The
Gunnison Valley Regional Housing
Authority has programs that may be
able to help with these kinds of
upgrades.)
Regularly clean or replace filters to
ensure system efficiency.
Use natural light whenever possible.
Set your thermostat to 78º F in the
summer and 68º F in the winter. Every
extra degree of heating or cooling
increases energy usage 6-8%.
Defrost your refrigerator and freezer
before ice builds up to 1/4” thick.
During warmer months, close blinds,
shades and drapes on the sunny side
of your home to help keep your
home’s temperature cooler. Open
shades during cooler months to let
the sun warm your home.
Don’t peek in the oven while baking!
Every
time
you
peek,
the
temperature can drop 25º F.
Use
dishwashers
and
clothes
washers/dryers at night to keep your
house cooler in the summer. It will
also reduce the strain on the power
grid during peak usage hours.
Install a programmable thermostat
that will automatically adjust the
temperature according to your
schedule.
Turn off the oven a few minutes
before cooking time runs out. Food
will continue to cook without using
the extra electricity.
Turn off lights when not in use.
Lighting accounts for about 12% of a
typical residential utility bill.
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TED – IDEAS WORTH SPREADING
How to Speak so that People Want to Listen – Julian Treasure (9:51)
Have you ever felt like you're talking, but nobody is listening? Here's Julian Treasure to
help. In this useful talk, the sound expert demonstrates the how-to's of powerful speaking -from some handy vocal exercises to tips on how to speak with empathy. A talk that might
help the world sound more beautiful.

View at: https://www.ted.com/talks/julian_

treasure_how_to_speak_so_that_people_want_to_listen?rid=DXDrzUwEIkS3&utm_source=rec
ommendation&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=explore&utm_term=watchNow#t-162909.

How to Live Before You Die – Steve Jobs (15:04)
At his Stanford University commencement speech, Steve Jobs, CEO and co-founder of
Apple and Pixar, urges us to pursue our dreams and see the opportunities in life's setbacks -including death itself.

View at:

https://www.ted.com/talks/steve_jobs_how_to_live_

before_you_die?rid=eZFGXURSQj0x&utm_source=recommendation&utm_medium=email&ut
m_campaign=explore&utm_term=watchNow.

How to Gain Control of Your Free Time – Laura Vanderkam (11:54)
There are 168 hours in each week. How do we find time for what matters most?
Time management expert Laura Vanderkam studies how busy people spend their
lives, and she's discovered that many of us drastically overestimate our commitments
each week, while underestimating the time we have to ourselves. She offers a few
practical strategies to help find more time for what matters to us, so we can "build the
lives we want in the time we've got." View at: https://www.ted.com/talks/laura_van
derkam_how_to_gain_control_of_your_free_time?rid=T1Vr21MoU3nv&utm_source=recommendation&utm_m
edium=email&utm_campaign=explore&utm_term=watchNow

SCAM PREVENTION TIP

WORTH A LOOK

Don’t Abbreviate the Year 2020

1. 1 in 5 US adolescents is now

We regularly abbreviate years. For example, January 1,
2020 could be abbreviated 1/1/20. It has worked well, for the
most part.

However, consumer advocates are warning

people to avoid abbreviating “2020” to “20” in order to help
reduce their vulnerability to fraud, because including only
“20” could easily be manipulated. For example, 1/1/20 could

prediabetic, study says (Michael
Nedelman, CNN)

2. A ‘blue zones’ diet: Live longer
from what you eat (Dan Buettner)
3. Neuroscience Reveals:

simply become 1/1/2021, if adding those two digits were to

Gratitude Literally Rewires Your

suit a scammer’s purpose. Protect yourself, take the time to

Brain to be Happier

include the full four digits for the year.

(DailyHealthPost)

4. An introvert’s advice for
networking (Karen Wickre)
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DETOXIFYING THE AIR IN OUR HOMES – THE GREEN WAY!
From the editor . . .
The air that we breathe every day can be harmful to us, due
to the presence of chemicals found in everyday items like glues,
paints, adhesives, drapes, carpets, upholstery, cosmetics and
cleaning products. According to the EPA, our homes can have
3-5 times more pollutants than the outdoors! Aside from making
plans to permanently reside in a bubble, the scientists at NASA,
yes that NASA, suggests the addition of plants to improve our air
quality. Recommendations include:
1. Aloe Vera. Absorbs formaldehyde and
benzene, it even gives you a warning sign
when toxins get too high (the leaves get
brown spots). Prefers direct sun, water
thoroughly every few weeks. Caution:
Toxic to cats and dogs.
2. Areca Palm (aka bamboo palm, golden cane
palm or butterfly palm). Removes formaldehyde,
benzene and trichloroethylene. Produces oxygen,
and helps restore moisture to dry winter air. Prefers
indirect light, 60-75º F rooms without cold drafts,
water every 2-3 days.
3. Boston Fern.
Removes xylene and
formaldehyde.
Thrives in bright indirect
sunlight and high humidity. Do not let the soil
dry out.
4. Broadleaf Lady Palm.
Reduces ammonia,
formaldehyde, xylene and toluene. Prefers humid
environments and moist soil, so water liberally
during the summer and reduce to 1-2 times
monthly in the winter. Do not expose to cold
drafts, keep temps between 55-70º F. Prefers lowto-moderate indirect sunlight, away from
windows.
5. Chinese
Evergreen.
Battles
formaldehyde and benzene. Prefers
low-to-bright indirect light. Keep soil
moist. Caution: Toxic when ingested.
6. Devil’s Ivy. Removes benzene, formaldehyde
and xylene. Prefers indirect light (the paler the
leaves, the more light it needs). Drought tolerant,
provide drainage to avoid overwatering, water
when top 1-2” of soil is dry.
7. English Ivy. Filters trichloroethylene,
formaldehyde, benzene and xylene.
Particularly effective at reducing
airborne fecal particles. Prefers partialto-full shade. Keep soil moist, but keep
leaves as dry as possible.
8. Gerbera Daisies. Filters trichloroethylene and
benzene. Needs full sun (shade only in high temps).
Prefers well-drained soil, water when top half-inch
of soil feels dry.
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WHAT TO AVOID
1.

Ammonia. Concerns: Irritation to eyes,
nose, throat and respiratory tract, lung
damage, blindness, death.

Common

sources: Cleaners, coal or wood fires.
2.

Benzene.
other

Concerns:

blood

Leukemia and

disorders.

sources:

Cigarette

adhesives,

ink

Common

smoke,

products,

glue,

cleaning

products, paint strippers, gasoline fumes.
3.

Carbon Dioxide. Concerns: Headache,
dizziness, restlessness, tingling, difficulty
breathing,

sweating,

tiredness,

increased heart rate, elevated blood
pressure, coma, asphyxia, convulsions.
Common

sources:

(breathing),

Respiration

cement

production,

deforestation, and burning fossil fuels like
coal, oil and natural gas.
4.

Carbon

Monoxide.

Concerns:

Unconsciousness, headache, dizziness,
vomiting, nausea and impairment to
vital organs, including brain, nervous
tissues and heart.
Clothes

Common sources:

dryer,

water

heater,

furnace/boiler, fireplace (gas and wood
burning), gas stoves and ovens, motor
vehicles, grills, generators, power tools,
lawn equipment, wood stoves.
5.

Formaldehyde.

Concerns:

Myeloid

leukemia and rare cancers, including
cancers of the paranasal sinuses, nasal
cavity and nasopharynx.

Common

sources:

materials

Building

(particleboard, plywood, automobile
tailpipe

emissions,

pressed-wood

products), tobacco smoke, unvented
fuel-burning appliances (gas stoves,
wood-burning stoves, kerosene heaters).
6.

Radon. Concerns: Lung cancer, tumors,
leukemia.

Common sources:

Soil

(released via the decay of uranium,
thorium and radium), building materials.
Note: Our CSU Extension Office provides
free radon test kits.
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9.

Golden Pothos. Absorbs formaldehyde. Water
when top 2” of soil is dry, keeping roots moist.
Requires bright filtered light.
10.
Heart Leaf Philodendron. Cleans the air
of volatile organic compounds (includes acetone, benzene,
butanal,
carbon
disulfide,
dichlorobenzene,
ethanol,
formaldehyde, terpenes, toluene, xylene). Prefers humidity,
allow top half of soil to dry before watering (yellow leaves
indicate over-watering, brown leaves indicate under-watering).
Prefers bright indirect light. Caution: Toxic when ingested.
11. Mother-in-Law’s Tongue (aka snake plant).
Absorbs carbon dioxide and formaldehyde, and
produces oxygen in the evening. Thrives in
indirect sunlight. Do not overwater, keep soil
drained.
12.
Peace
Lily.
Removes
formaldehyde,
benzene
and
trichloroethylene. Soaks up mold spores
and releases moisture into the air. Prefers
light partial shade, tolerates fluorescent
lights. Yellow leaves indicate too much light, brown leaves
or streaks indicate scorching from direct sunlight. Keep soil
moist, will slightly sag when it needs more water. Caution:
Toxic to pets, if consumed.
13. Purple Waffle Plant. Removes all of the top five
indoor air pollutants (excessive moisture, volatile
organic compounds, combustion products, radon,
and tobacco smoke). Prefers bright indirect light,
but no direct sun. Water deeply, but infrequently
(water when soil feels barely damp at 1/4”). Drain
well.
14. Red-Edged Dracaena (aka dragon tree).
Filters
trichloroethylene and xylene. Prefers medium light, avoid
direct sun. Tolerates drought (after being established), but
prefers evenly moist soil.
15. Rubber Plant. Filters formaldehyde,
benzene and ammonia. Requires bright,
filtered light, but can tolerate morning
sun. Keep soil damp, mist or wipe leaves
during the summer. Water only 1-2 times
monthly during the winter.
Caution:
Poisonous if consumed.
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MORE OF WHAT TO AVOID
7.

Toluene. Concerns: Nervous
system (brain and nerves)
impacts, such as headaches,
dizziness,

unconsciousness,

cognitive

impairment,

vision/hearing

loss.

High

exposure during pregnancy
may also lead to retardation
of mental abilities and growth
in

children.

sources:

Common

Paint, adhesives,

synthetic fragrances and nail
polish, dyes, rubber, gasoline,
cigarette smoke.
8.

Trichloroethylene. Concerns:
Kidney cancer, non-Hodgkin
lymphoma and liver cancer.
Common

sources:

Paint

remover/stripper, adhesives,
cleaning

wipes,

aerosol

cleaning products, carpet
cleaners.
9.

Xylene.

Concerns:

Headache,

dizziness,

drowsiness,

nausea,

stumbling,

irregular

heartbeat, fainting, death.
Common sources:

Carpet

and furniture cleaners, paint,
adhesives,
permanent

gasoline,
markers,

and

stain removers.
Important
impacts

Note:
different

Exposure
people

in

different ways. Whether you are

16. Spider Plant.
Battles
benzene,
formaldehyde,
carbon monoxide and xylene.
Prefers bright light, avoid direct
sun. Water liberally (when top
inch of soil is dry) during the
summer, cut back on watering
during the winter. Interesting
fact: NASA determined that
spider plants removed 95% of
formaldehyde from a sealed
plexiglass chamber in just 24
hours!
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harmed will depend on factors
such as the dose (how much),
the duration (how long you are
exposed), and how you are
exposed (breathe it, consume it,
touch it).

Other factors may

include whether or not you’ve
been exposed to anything else,
as well as your age, diet, family
traits, lifestyle and overall state of
health.
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17. Weeping Fig.
Filters formaldehyde,
xylene and toluene. Water only when
top several inches of soil are dry. Avoid
cold drafts, dry heat and sudden
temperature changes. Prefers indirect
sunlight; leaves will burn if placed in
bright direct light or too close to a sunny
window.
Need to identify houseplants that you already
own or want to see images of the plants
mentioned above? Browse by images or
botanical names or scientific names at:
 https://www.houseplant411.com/houseplant
 https://www.houseplantsexpert.com/a-z-listof-house-plants.html
 https://plantsam.com/indoor-plants/
Or, if you’re up to the challenge of identifying
plants using only descriptions (you will eventually see pictures),
check out http://www.gflora.com/index.php?cmd=def.

Did You Know . . .
More than 7,000 chemicals have
been identified in secondhand
tobacco smoke. At least 69 of

2020 ANNUAL HEALTH FAIR
Gunnison Dates:

these chemicals are known to

Early blood draws – March 24, 25 & 26, 6:30-9:30 am
at the fairgrounds (registration opens on 3/2 at
https://screening.itstartswithme.com/HealthFairOpti
ons.aspx?Code=4131368).
 Health Fair – May 9, 6:30-11:00 am at the fairgrounds.
Crested Butte Dates:

cause cancer, including arsenic,





Health Fair – March 28, 6:30-11:00 am at the Oh Be
Joyful Church.

Don’t forget to get your voucher(s) from Human Resources!

STAY CONNECTED
Facebook:
@GunnisonCountyCO
@GunnisonCountyEmergencyManagement
@GunnisonCountySheriffsOfficeCO
@KGUCairport
@GunnisonCountyMRO
@GunnisonCountyHHS
@GunnisonClerkRecorder
@WSWorksiteWellness
Twitter:
@Gunnison_County
@GunnisonOEM
@GUC_Airport
@GunniSheriffCO
LinkedIn:
Gunnison County
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benzene, beryllium, chromium,
and formaldehyde.
(Source: Cancer.gov,
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causesprevention/risk/substances/secondhand-smoke)
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COUNTY’S LOT 22 AFFORDABLE HOUSING
PROJECT ON TRACK
Pending City of Gunnison approval, construction of 76
rental units to begin this spring
The project, located near the Rock Creek subdivision in the City
of Gunnison, will yield a mixture of studio and 1-3 bedroom units, with
some of those units being available to renters before the end of 2020.
Garages will be provided for six of the units. All units will be deed
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Q T R

4 ,

“It is hard to argue that
housing is not a
fundamental human need.
Decent, affordable housing
should be a basic right for
everybody in this country.
The reason is simple:
without stable shelter,
everything else falls
apart.”

restricted, so potential renters will need to financially qualify based
on established income limitations.

More information about this

project will be made available in the near future. For further details,
contact

Sustainable

Operations

Director

John

Cattles

2 0 1 9

at

jcattles@gunnisoncounty.org.

~ Matthew Desmond
American Sociologist
Princeton University Professor
Pulitzer Prize Winner (General
Non-fiction Category) for his
2016 book “Evicted: Poverty and
Profit in the American City”.

Help Spread the Word!
Looking for an opportunity to build an energy-efficient,
affordable home?
If you:
1. Live in a place that is inadequate.
2. Have lived in Gunnison County for a minimum of 2
years.
3. Have income within HUD guidelines.*
4. And can qualify for a loan to purchase the home.*
CONTACT: Habitat for Humanity at (970)641-1245. Pick up an
application at 307 N. Main St. Suite 2E, Gunnison, or download
it at www.HFHGunnisonValley.org.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 12, 2020
*HUD-Housing and Urban Development guidelines require income not to exceed 60% of the
AMI-Area median Income and mortgage payments not exceed 30% of the applicant’s income.
Standardized Underwriting Practices are used when applying for credit for a mortgage loan.
Employment history, Credit history and the ability to pay a mortgage are all considered when
applying for a Habitat for Humanity home.

FY 2019 GUNNISON COUNTY AREA MEDIAN INCOME (AMI)

Sources:

HUDUser.gov (https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/il/il2019/2019summary.odn)
HUDExchange.info (https://files.hudexchange.info/reports/published/HOME_IncomeLmts_State_CO_2019.pdf)
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JANUARY IS NATIONAL RADON ACTION MONTH!
Advice from the EPA - Five things you can do during National Radon Action Month
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Test your home - EPA and the U.S.
Surgeon General recommend that
all homes in the U.S. be tested for
radon. Testing is easy and
inexpensive. See image for
information about obtaining a
testing kit from the CSU Extension
office.
Attend a National Radon Action
Month event in your area - Look for
radon events in your community.
Spread the word
Spend time during National Radon
Action Month encouraging others
to learn about radon and test their
homes.
 Tell your family and friends
about the health risk of
radon. Encourage them to
test their homes.
 Plan an activity in your
community to help raise
awareness.
 Write an op-ed or letter to
the editor using samples from
the event planning resources.
 Attract media attention by
working with a local official
to get a radon proclamation.
 View or order EPA's free
radon publications.
Buy a radon-resistant home - Read
more about radon-resistant new
construction, "Building Radon Out:
A Step-by-Step Guide to Build
Radon-Resistant Homes".

Source: EPA (https://www.epa.gov/radon/national-radonaction-month-information)
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WHAT’S THE WORST KIND OF PRAISE YOU CAN GIVE?
The following was excerpted from Big Potential: How Transforming the Pursuit of Success Raises
Our Achievement, Happiness and Well-Being by Shawn Achor (Currency Books, 2018)

One hint: it often ends with the letters “est.” And it can lead to competition and
disappointment, says psychologist and workplace researcher Shawn Achor.
Some people treat praise like a limited commodity. They believe that the key to
advancement and success must be to absorb and rack up as much recognition and
admiration as possible. This is the philosophy we learn in school, then hone to brutal
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efficiency in the working world.
Yet what these people fail to recognize is that praise is actually a renewable resource. Praise creates
what I call a “virtuous cycle” — the more you give, the more you enhance your own supply. When done
right, praise primes the brain for higher performance, which means that the more we praise, the more
success we create. And the more successes there are, the more there is to praise. The research I’ve been
doing over the past five years shows that the more you can authentically shine praise on everyone in your
ecosystem, the more your potential, individually and collectively, rises.
I know I’m not the first to tout praise’s benefits. And I’m willing to guess that most people recognize that
praise is invaluable. The problem in most of our businesses, schools and relationships isn’t just that we fail
to praise enough; it’s that we have been praising the wrong way. I would go so far as to say that our
current model of praise demotivates our teams, exacerbates internal strife in our families, and places a
cap on our potential.

By telling someone they are “better” or “the best,”
you are placing a limit
on your expectation for what they can achieve.
The worst piece of praise I’ve sometimes received after a talk is “You were the best speaker today.”
What’s so bad about that? First of all, it undercuts all the other speakers. Moreover, it reminds me of the
fact that in many other cases I won’t be the best speaker, so now I feel nervous and self-conscious. Instead
of enhancing me, this comment unbalances me in the future.
What you’re actually doing here is comparing, not praising. You are attempting to prop people up by
kicking others down. Real praise is telling someone “Your report was amazing,” or “The comedic timing of
your speech was perfect,” not telling them that their report or their speech was better than another
person’s.
Moreover, by telling someone they are “better” or “the best,” you are placing an unconscious, implicit
limit on your expectation for what they can achieve. If we’re striving only to be better than someone else,
doesn’t that set our expectations for ourselves too low? It tells us that as soon as we are just a little bit
better than another person, we can stop trying, even if it means stopping short of our potential.
If you want to enhance others, do not compare them. This has been one of the hardest lessons for me
to write about, because I thought I was intuitively praising others, including my wife and son. But no matter
how good your intentions, if you excitedly say to a child “You were the best one out there!” you just taught
them that your love and excitement were predicated on their position compared to others. Nothing
undercuts Big Potential — the success you can only achieve in a virtuous cycle with others — more than
comparison praise.
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The easiest way to stop comparison praise is to
eliminate superlatives, like “the best,” “the fastest,” “the smartest,”
“the prettiest.”
Think how often we fall for the comparison trap. “You are the hottest/smartest/funniest person in this
room.” Why do we have to diminish everyone else in the room in an attempt to praise one individual?
Comparison praise feeds into the Small Potential — the limited success that you achieve alone —
mentality that success, leadership, creativity, beauty, love, or anything else that we care about are limited
resources. When you tell a group of people that only a certain percentage of them can be successful,
you are dampening everyone’s drive and ambition.
The easiest way to stop comparison praise is to eliminate superlatives from our vocabulary — “the
best,” “the fastest,” “the smartest,” “the prettiest.” Instead, follow what I consider an inviolable law of
praise for leaders and parents: Do not compliment someone at the expense of others.
So, what’s the best compliment I could get after my talk? It’s when someone tells me they are going
to start doing one of the positive habits I spoke about, or they’re going to buy my book for a friend who
is struggling. The most authentic way to acknowledge someone is to change your behavior.

Check out Shawn Achor’s TED talk, “The happy secret to better work”
(https://www.ted.com/talks/shawn_achor_the_happy_secret_to_better_work).

You. Will. Laugh.

RECENT POLICY UPDATES
Click on any of the following to view/download the full policy document (PDF format).
To view all currently reviewed and adopted County policies, visit our website at
http/www.gunnisoncounty.org/policies.
 Policy 1.2.8.5.3 – Approving Removal and Sale of Snowmobiles/Grooming
Machines Abandoned on County Road #12, Kebler Pass (adopted
9/3/2019)
 Policy 1.2.8.5.4 – Authorizing Disposition of Certain Abandoned
Snowmobiles (adopted 12/10/2019)
 Policy 5.1.3 – Surplus Property Disposition (adopted 11/19/2019)
 Policy 5.2.4 – Authority and Use of the Fred R. Field Western
Heritage Center (adopted 11/5/2019)
As of 12/31/19, 55.6% of all internal and public policies had been
reviewed to ensure that they legally and accurately reflect current
practices and requirements.

By the end of CY 2020, the County

Manager’s office hopes to have completed reviews on at least 65%
of all internal and public policies.
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